Provisional Affiliate Support

We offer the following support for our provisional affiliates i.e. those who do not meet annual requirements.

1. Affiliate Consultant: a professional staff member is assigned to work with your affiliate
2. Liability Insurance: Coverage available to affiliates at no cost
3. Bank of America checking account through UAAA
4. UA Foundation account(s) through UAAA
5. Opportunity to receive funding through the membership incentive plan
6. Event Materials
7. E-mail Communications from UAAA: The UAAA will send e-mail blasts using their templates and email lists to your area to assist in the marketing of your affiliate
8. Online Services: Variety of services including Web site hosting, online event registration, and e-mail blasts
9. List: the UAAA will create an e-mail list (affiliate nickname @list.arizona.edu) so that it makes it easy for affiliate leadership to communicate to its members
10. Merchandise: Ability to purchase UA merchandise at a discount
11. Non Profit Status: Ability to operate under the Alumni Association as a nonprofit organization using the UAAA’s federal tax identification number. Along the same lines, the chapter has the ability to accept tax-deductible gifts via “Restricted” account through the UA Foundation
12. Sponsored Programs: Opportunity to participate in UAAA sponsored programs such as summer sendoffs if there are at least 50 committed students from the area. Please note the group will have to underwrite the entire expense as the UAAA will not provide financial support
13. Web Meetings: Opportunity to participate in monthly web meetings to learn about what’s going on with the UAAA and to receive advice

- Provisional affiliates are NOT allowed to use official UA logos
- Provisional affiliates are NOT allowed to use official UAAA affiliate primary logos
- Provisional affiliates are NOT allowed to list themselves as an official UAAA affiliate – must mention that they are a provisional affiliate.
- Provisional affiliates ARE allowed to use their official secondary logo (http://alumni.arizona.edu/sites/default/files/logo_guide.pdf).
If the affiliate would like to have an official secondary logo made, they are responsible for the cost of the design, and any logo created has to be approved by UAAA staff.

If the affiliate does not have an official secondary logo, they may use select UA logos. Contact Nick Pierson at the UA Alumni Association to request usage. He’s reachable at 520-626-0705 or npierson@al.arizona.edu.